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26 degrees Pisces

The Angels of Advanced Sphere Miracles
Also known as
The Angels
of

Tmiti
Beloved,

"In m y father 's house ther e ar e m any m ansions."

The time has now come when these words;

"All that I do ye shall do and more"

are honored in miraculous works to heal the
earth.

We are the custodians of ADVANCED methods of miraculous operations
that are revealed to seekers
who thoroughly understand

The Law of One.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM
,

and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF
ALL CONCERNED happen .

I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
These methods enable a person to draw
down from planets and spheres
planetary powers in the manner of the
cosmic language,
and use them for special miraculous
operations
in the three planes:
the mental, the emotional, and the physical.

The effects brought about by the application of these
powers are of such an enormous range
that the average person would only think them possible in
a dream
.

When the time comes for radical, far reaching, and sweeping changes
on the levels of mind, emotion, and physical matter,
we give inspiration and guidance.
Here is one of our stories:

RETURN
Once upon a time, an aging little house sat at the end of a long winding
dirt driveway
that once was a maintenance road for a factory.
The old abandoned factory was located at the edge of a large northern
city.
In the little house lived a humble man named Mark who was advanced in
spiritual enlightenment.
From his front yard Mark looked at city skyscrapers off in the distance
and was often saddened by the dirty air hanging over them like a cloud.
He would gaze across weed covered railroad tracks to the empty polluted
brownfield,
and study the struggling plants and animals who were slowly returning
to live there.

He was a patient man, and he was a wise man.
He lived humbly because he had been disillusioned with the religion of
Materialism and Status
which he had known in his youth.
Even though his father had been a good humored industrialist
and his mother an envied socialite up to her elbows in charity,
he had seen over and over the spiritual and emotional poverty
that attended overindulgence in materiality and ego.
He had attended Yale for a year and a half at the top of his class
when he had dropped out to follow his inner guidance
and live in simplicity
to study the mysteries of his heart.

Amazing books on Ancient Wisdom found their way to his library,
and he
had faithfully developed deep meditation practices.
Many years had passed.
He lived alone and in great peace.
He loved the beautiful wild plants that had taken root in his yard,
and watched eagerly each year as they flowered and went through their
cycles.

He loved the rabbits and the chipmunks, the squirrels and the birds
who came to live here with him,
and he was their guardian,
and protected them with love and fellowship.

Year after year he watched and waited
as the field across the railroad tracks
slowly overcame most of the signs of ugliness and abandonment.

It was incomprehensible to him that no government agency had come
to remove the cracking asphalt and dilapidated buildings,
that no laws were enforced to clean up the polluted water.

But bushes and growing trees increasingly softened the view,
and gentle rains nourished the wild plants that slowly detoxified
dangerous chemicals.
He had waited so long for people to wake up
to the need for environmental health and beauty
that one night he finally felt inspired to take matters into his own hands.
He went outside to relax in his comfortable lawn chair and meditate.
After several hours,
Mark was approached by
a half-tame wild rabbit
that was wondering what his human friend was up to.
A beautiful dragonfly hovered especially long that evening over the
thistle plants,
for even the dragonfly could sense that the man was up to something
unusual.
The setting sun splashed the sky with bright oranges and indigo blue.
He asked for guidance on what to do,

not only for this place,
but for all places on Earth that needed healing
.
Mark was slowly and deeply breathing,
deep in mediation,
as he called on the angels of

Tmiti.
Deeply in prayer,
he spoke with the angels of
Tmiti,
and submerged himself in the divine virtues of the letters of their name.
"I am ready now, Tmiti,
I know within my heart that I must take full responsibility for this world
outside my door.

I can no longer wait for someone else to do the work that must be done
to restore this Earth to its pristine state of
Paradise."

Going deeper and deeper into Delta, Theta
and Alpha brainwaves,
he saw beautiful heavenly hosts,
beings of Venus and Jupiter,
and other spheres from far away,
approaching him ready to help

.

" Angels of Tmiti,
he whispered in his soul
,
t hank you for connecting me so strongly with the fabulous and ancient
beings of the Venus and Jupiter Spheres
and all the other children of light
who live in other mansions of the divine creator.

Now we may bring forth unconditional and all encompassing love, beauty
and bliss upon this Earth,
combined with higher wisdom."

He watched as his inward reality continued
to shift.
He rejoiced as he saw and heard the
strange,
yet somehow familiar beings,
lovingly come into his presence

.
"How would you have us help you, Mark?", they asked.
He outlined to them the years that he had spent waiting for the world to
come to its senses.
They saw in his mind the years he had spent waiting for the Defense
Budget
to be spent on restoring the environment of all countries and oceans,
providing sustainable food and energy and resources to the world,
establishing peace and plenty for all of Gods creatures.

They saw years and years of praying for people to create beauty in their
cities and countryside,
of spiritualizing the use of the Earths minerals, forests, and other
resources,
of promoting healthy, loving ways of eating.

They saw the entire picture of his life and everything that he had seen,
and understood what he understood
.

"What the Earth needs," they agreed,
"is a new vision that conforms to the original divine
blueprints of creation
.

This vision of unconditional love and
omnipotent will for the highest good of all
combines with highest wisdom and blesses
all life."
In deep thoughtfulness they paused in silence.

Then they transferred their mighty consciousness into the akasha,
into the omnipresent aspect of life,
and then into his being, will, mind, emotions and sensations
.
They transferred this awareness into every sentient awareness on planet
Earth.

A vivid and powerful vision of Earth
completely ablaze with omnipotent divine will for the highest good of all
life
and flowing with unconditional all encompassing divine love and high
wisdom
swept through Mark and through all the world.

Marks being was now a blazing light and inferno of pulsating divine
emanations;
the magnetism of flowing emotions of faith and unconditional love-wisdom
shone brightly
flowing like mighty rivers,
like a giant supernova

filling all of space and all of time.

PURE CONSCIOUSNESS OF OMNIPOTENT DIVINE WILL,
HIGH WISDOM
AND ECSTATIC EMOTIONS OF ALL POWERFUL, ALL PENETRATING
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
PULSATED STEADILY,
flowing through the vision stronger and stronger,
magnetically attracting bright new realities into physical manifestation
very dramatically.

Quite a while passed in this ecstatic meditation with his friends from
other spheres.
Finally, flowing with gratitude and peace,
they rested in joy and happiness for a long time.
Eventually, deep in the night, Mark got up and went back into the house.
The results were sudden and unexpected,
but very welcome to a weary world.
Over the next few months people everywhere felt an electricity in the air
that was vibrantly alive and undeniable.
Dramatic healing news was reported all over the world. sweeping
changes in governments were announced,
exposing many decades and generations of the most foul corruption.
War was halted.

More and more corrective measures were taken,
establishing common law freedoms for all sentient beings.

People went through deep healing catharsis day by day.
Self empowering emotional healing techniques became known and
used.
Indicted officials resigned and were brought to justice.
Thousands of laws which were unconstitutional were wiped off the
books.
Prisons were emptied and closed down
as prisoners returned to spiritual and physical health.
Animals were accorded full rights to happiness.

Factory farming was shut down.

Family farms flowing with divine peace and love flourished once again.
New spiritually mature leaders stepped up to the plate,
and lawful elections held.
Full sovereignty was restored to all.

The economy,
finally free from crippling corruption,
was restored.

The public media was used by experts to explain each step that was
being taken day by day,
it was used to give encouragement and teach wisdom,
and invite public participation in healing Earth of every imbalance.
World finances were channeled so that each person could now live in
abundance and was free to restore sanctity to life,
to spend each day according to inner guidance instead of answering to
outer authorities.
Multi-national and multi-galactic emergency operations channeled every
resource
to remedy grievous situations of every kind.
National defense budgets of all the major nations were re-allocated
toward
helping the people and cleaning up the environment of each respective
country.
New safe technologies that brought solutions to many problems were
rapidly brought to market,
many of which had been long ago developed but which had been
suppressed
by big business and government for reasons of greed and power.

Other technologies were gifts from brothers and sisters of other
planetary spheres.
People had their cars quickly retooled to install fuel cells that restored
oxygen to the air,
and buildings were outfitted with non-polluting free power generators.

Beauty was given top priority,
and ugliness of architecture and infrastructure was creatively
changed
to reflect the natural beauty of divinity.

Many many ugly soul killing buildings, public and private, were removed
or beautified.

Because abundance was restored as a natural right,
people no longer were financially stressed
and many could now stay at home with their families and pursue
spiritually meaningful creative pursuits.
Much less travel was necessary now.

New technology provided many necessities of life easily,
cheaply and safely so many workplaces were no longer necessary.
A lot of development, infrastructure and roads were then removed
so that natural landscapes and ecosystems returned to normal.

Many dams were removed so that rivers were free flowing,
the ones that were left became much
more beautiful,
new technologies for water purification were implemented
which cleaned up water supplies very quickly.

With the help of heavenly hosts,
forests were restored,
weather patterns became ideal and even deserts changed and bloomed.

Fish and animal populations recovered.
Every previous source point of pollution was equipped with miraculous,
new technologies
that helped,
not hindered, the environment.

The Earth undertook its journey back to purity and wholeness.
Faith, unconditional love and higher wisdom flowed everywhere.
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE WAS EVERYWHERE!
With the help of beings from other spheres,
the spiritual family and global fellowship of humanity returned.

Day by day,
Earth was restored
as the Garden of Eden, as
Paradise.
"On Earth as it is in Heaven."

When inner guidance prompts,
call on the enlightened heavenly hosts of other spheres,
to help manifest the highest good of all.

.
MIRACLES

Tmiti

T The sound of the letter T in the ancient language is the divine virtue
of  high inspiration with all the legal matters of this principle.
Akasha: A person endowed with this gift in the akasha principle,
which is the principle of consciousness penetrating all,
will realize that he/she is allotted divine inspiration and intuition
in respect to everything arousing his/her interest and attention.
In the intellect, this virtue awakens remarkable inventive faculties and
memory,
especially ones mechanical memory.
Astral: The virtue of high inspiration enables the emotional body
to carry through genuine emotional magic in its complete scope.
Since this faculty is, at the same time, also linked up with the mastery
over all elements,
a person is given other great advantages which he/she will appreciate
accordingly.
Material: In the material body, i.e., in the material world,
the virtue of high inspiration enables a person to comprehend fully,
and make practical use of, all laws of analogy in the three kingdoms:
the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms.

This virtue shines with a brown black light and a sensation of warmth.
The musical note is F, and the right kidney is formed from it.

M... The sound of the letter M is the sound of the divine virtue of
FLOWING DIVINE EMOTIONS.
This virtue is the magnetic power of the Universe that attracts
energy into form on the material plane.
Everything in nature is formed through the magnetism of emotion.
Emotions are analogous to the element of water.
In the material world the oscillation of letter M bestows on a child of God
the power of controlling the fluid principle in the whole world, i.e.,
in the micro-as well as the macrocosm.
Not only is a person able to comprehend,

with his/her consciousness, everything fluid in its original principle,
but he/she is also made absolute master of it.
This faculty, when acquired by meditating on this oscillation,

also makes him/her master of magnetism, emotion, and everything that is
connected with it.
Thus, for instance, he/she may control the laws of gravitation, and many
other things.

The color of this virtue is the most beautiful blue-green imaginable. The
musical note is D. The element is water so it has the sensation of coolness.
The abdomen is formed from this virtue.

I The sound of this letter is the virtue of cause and effect,
which is the karma law.

On the mental level, this is analogous to memory, remembrance and
conscience.
In the emotional body, this corresponds to the astral/physical matrix,
which is the connection between emotion and physical form, with all of its
functions.
By meditating on the law of cause and effect, all laws of analogies
between the micro- and the macrocosm are understood and mastered.
Everything that has shape, measure, number and weight has been
created by the help of this letter oscillation.
If a child of God can master this meditation,
he/she will be able to evoke the greatest miracles in the material world
by using the respective analogies to shape, measure, number and weight.
As one can see, shape, measure, number and weight are the chief
components of the material world,
and by getting this letter oscillation under control
a person becomes their absolute master.
It stands to reason that he/she will also be able to become a perfect
metaphysician,
too and, furthermore, to comprehend all laws presently still unknown to
our physical world and to apply them in all fields.

The color of this virtue is light opal, the musical note is G, the element
is earth so it has the sensation of weight, and the left kidney is created
by this oscillation.

T...High inspiration and intuition, and all legal matters pertaining to their
right use.

I... The sound of this letter is the virtue of cause and effect, which is the
karma law.
On the mental level, this is analogous to memory, remembrance and
conscience.
In the emotional
body, this corresponds to the astral matrix with all of its functions.
As you know, the astral matrix is the connecting link between emotions
and the physical body.
It is a known fact that the astral matrix,
and with it the whole body, is kept alive by breathing.
With the knowledge of cause and effect, you are in the position to get
under your perfect control the breath
with all of its aspects and ways of application.
All mystical abilities are subject to the mastery of breath.
The knowledge of cause and effect enables a person TO WILL, IMAGINE,
AND FEEL THE DESIRED OUTCOME.
Because all life is connected as a unified field of energy,
whatever is willed, thought, and felt,
is pulled out of infinite possibility into the web of life,
both inside the microcosm which is the human body and the macrocosm,
which is the outer universe.

As above, so below.
The color of this virtue is light opal, the musical note is G,
the element is
earth so it has the sensation of weight, and the left kidney is created by
this oscillation.

The melody of our name is F, D,G, F, and G.
Miracles

*****
Note: IF YOU ARE FEELING FINE, ENJOY THE GOOD EMOTIONS AND
LET THEM FLOW and become even more beautiful.
Emotional healing work only needs to be done when painful feelings
spontaneously come up.

Footnotes

The nam es and m eaning of angel gr oups com e fr om Quaballah,
which is a ver y ancient set of teachings which together for m a com m on pr ecur sor, or r oot, of
thr ee of the wor ld's r eligions:
Judaism , Islam , and Chr istianity.
Each degr ee of the zodiac is r uled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone gir dling
the ear th, and the angels who wor k with him or her.

The being and the angels shar e the sam e nam e.
This nam e is a k ey to their power s and influence.
Nam es, phr ases, and sections, in the angel m essages ar e quoted or par aphr ased fr om the
book s of Fr anz Bar don.
Infor m ation of the heavenly hosts of the zone gir dling the ear th is r efer enced fr om
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Infor m ation of the divine vir tues and the letter s ar e r efer enced fr om THE KEY TO THE
TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeber g, Wupper tal/W. Ger m any.
These book s have ver y im por tant infor m ation for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Her m etics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a pr epar ator y book for the
other s.
Fr anz Bar don's last autobiogr aphical book , "Fr abato the Magician",
gives histor ical back gr ound and was com piled by his Ger m an publisher fr om notes wr itten
by Fr anz Bar don.

Feel fr ee to shar e these m essages.

The Law of One is the or iginal law of Cr eation,
and is the supr em e Law over all laws in all dim ensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We ar e all one.
When one is har m ed, all ar e har m ed.
When one is helped, all ar e helped.

Ther efor e, in the nam e of who I AM,
and I am one with all ther e is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .

I give thank s that this is done.
SO BE IT!

